Being photovoltaic power generation affected by radiation strength, wind speed, clouds cover and environment temperature, the generating in each moment is fluctuating. The operational characteristics of grid-connected PV systems are coincided with gray theory application conditions. A gray theory model has been applied in short-term forecast of grid-connected photovoltaic system. The verification model of the probability of small error will help to check the accuracy of the gray forecast results. The calculated result shows that th 1) model accuracy has been greatly enhanced e .
Introduction
The grid-connected PV power generation has become the trend of the development of solar photovoltaic applications. But its intermittent and randomness will cause the grid scheduling difficulties and bring some adverse effects of the grid. So the forecast of PV power generation will help the grid-connected PV capacity within the control range and minimize the adverse effects, as in [1, 2] .
The gray system theory is satisfied to the less data and uncertainty problem. It is consisted of a few basic part, they are gray system analysis, gray model, gray forecast, gray decisions, gray control and gray optimization techniques. The gray forecast establishes differential equations using gray numbers that is GM model (gray model) means that the first-order differential equations are composed of N variables. Commonly, used in load forecasting model, the essence is accumulated and generated by the original sequence in order to find some certain laws in generated sequences, to fit a typical curve and to establish the mathematical model, as in [3] [4] [5] .
(1, ) GM N Known the photovoltaic power generation can be regarded as white elements and unknown generation as black elements. Therefore, a part of the information is clear, the other is unknown, and that is a typical gray system. Daily generation capacity of PV system shows normal distribution. Limited by maximum solar radiation values, the trend of generation is monotonous and graded. So this kind of incomplete information system is just suitable for the object of gray forecast, as in [6, 7] .
Gray Theory Model
With original non-negative sample sequence
the gray system theory uses a unique the data preprocessing way , in which one order sequence (0) ( ) x k is accumulated.
(1)
Then it can generate the series.
To establish the first-order linear differential equations about (1) 
Using the least-squares method solves the parameters
where, a is the development parameter for reflecting the development trends of sequence (1) x , u is the coordination parameter for reflecting the change relation of data.
The gray forecast model about (1,1) GM (1) x is
1, 2, , 1
Verification Model
The generation forecast is based on the original input data to establish the forecast model, to identify the parameters of the model and to predict. Forecast error range is not only concerned about the forecast results, but also concerned about the forecast results. In the theory of gray forecast, the verification indicators of the model effect are the ratio of posterior error, the probability of small error and the degree of association.
(0) ( ) x k , is the original sequence. The gray forecast data sequence is
The process of verification model is shown as follow.
Average of the original sequence is
The gray system error decision analysis is shown in Table 1 .
The solution of gray forecast model is the exponential curve. The geometry of forecast value is a smooth curve, which is either monotone increasing or monotone decreasing. Although the daily power generation of PV systems trends the exponentially graded, the randomness of model data has been weakened in accumulating processing. But influenced by the forecast trends of original sequence,the randomness and volatility of data sequence fit ineffective.
(1,1) GM (1,1) GM Being photovoltaic power generation affected by radiation strength, wind speed, clouds cover and environment temperature, the generating in each moment is fluctuating. So only using the gray forecast model is difficult to achieve forecast accuracy. The forecast model based on advanced gray theory is necessary. ( ) x k and actual value (0) ( ) x k during the former moment n.
Secondly, above relative error will be divided into i states., expressed as 1 2 , , , i s s s
is the gray forecast range. According to the biggest relative deviation state probability and the gray forecast range   
Calculation Example
The actual operation data of one day is used as example in this paper, which is 15 minutes interval.
With photovoltaic generating presented synchronization trends with the sun radiation, two models are established respectively applying the data from 8:00 to 12:00 and 12:00 to 15:00. The sequences of acculturational data is (1) 1 (1) 
Two gray forecast models are (1,1) GM (1) (1) Table 2 and Table 3 are forecast results. 
Probability of small error is   So the error can be concluded that the model does not meet the requirements, that is to say, the other method must be used in amend the gray model. Otherwise, the gray forecast model is correct.
Conclusions
Photovoltaic (PV) power generation is a kind of green renewable energy. As distributed generation, it can not only complement energy to power system, but also enhance the reliability of power supply. But the randomness of photovoltaic power generation impacts the stability of power system and the actual load demand directly. Therefore, the accurate forecast of power generation in grid-connected photovoltaic system is extremely important, and it will be useful to the planning and operation of whole system, so do well to load demand management.
Operational characteristics of grid-connected PV systems are coincided with gray theory application conditions. In accordance with the basic principles of gray theory, the greater of the data and the more comprehensive of information, the more accurate is forecast results.
After leading into the verification model, the probability of small error can suggest the accuracy of the gray forecast results. Once it exceeds the precision of allowed values, the gray forecast model must combined with other advanced method, that is the combination model to ensure the forecast result, as in [8] [9] [10] [11] .
